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BMW 540i

If it's not broken,
we won't fix it.
We 're not the kind of BMW repair shop that seems to find a major
problem with your car every time you bring it in for an oil change.
If your BMW needs only a minor adjustment to solve a
1
problem , we 'll tell you. Because we focus on building ' ,.~',,
long term relationships with our customers.
,
. (:)

p

But if your BMW does need fixing, our ASE-certifiedMaster Technicians have the expertise to quickly
get to the root of the problem . With our state-of~
the-art equipment and computerized
access to all factory service bulletins , we 'll
make sure your repairs are done right the first time .

J

As a get-to-know-you special , save 10% up to
$35.00 on all services, OR receive an Oil
Change for just $19.95 plus tax. Offer valid
through December 31 , 1997, new
customers only. We'll even
provide free shuttle service!
So cal l us today at 747-6044 .
2111 140th Ave. NE
Bellevue , WA 98005

STRICTLY BMW
Independent Service

Over 2,000 BMW owners trust us with their keys
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Ready, Set, Go... Club Indoor Karting At Fife May 10
Spring has finally arrived and with it brings a number of driving events which we are
all anxiously awaiting. Our first Driving School is in Bremerton on May 8th, followed
by a lapping day at SIR on May 10th. A good double dose of driving excitement to kick
off what promises to be a very busy season.
On Sunday, May 17th starting at 9:00am, for all you quadruple grande Americano
drinkers , we have decided to organize yet another driving event. It promises to be safe,
fun , challenging and most of all very democratic. Yes, I am referring to sprint kart racing
at Grand Prix Raceway in Fife. All of you who read Brian Horne 's article (January '98
Ziindfolg e, page 5) on indoor karting, may already be familiar with their operation.
Others yet may acquire the touch for the double ess drift through the back portion of the
track. (perhaps while collecting your dai ly mail there, Mr. President?!)
The name of the game is Super Prix Racing. Don't let the fancy title intimidate you .
It is for all levels of drivers, very safe and most of all fun. Grand Prix Raceway has a
great crew of marshals to help us have a wonderful time.
We will need 24-30 drivers and will be registering on a first come-first serve basis.
Each driver will receive a safety briefing. Overalls and helmets will be provided, or you
may bring your own. Sessions start by everyone running five practice laps. The computerized timing software divides all drivers into three groups. Each driver competes in
three 10 lap races. The top twelve fini shers compete in the semi-main 10 lap race, with
the top six competing in the 15 lap final. After the race there will be an awards ceremony
with a champagne toast.
If you would like to attend please send your check for $65 payable to BMW ACA to:
Gor Markovcic
3430 North Bristol Street
Tacoma, WA 98407
-Gor Markovcic
(253) 761-3654

ACA Club Autocross May 3 at Kent
If you read the autocross article last month and are anxious to test your skill, here ' s your
chance! We will be patticipating in the Sunday May 3rd WWSCC event hosted by the
Miata Club. ACA members will be able to run in a special BMW Class, and we will create our own class divisions within, based on cars that come to compete. Now is the time
to challenge that smarty pants friend who thinks his car is faster.
Steve Norman of BMW Seattle has graciously offered to help with the cost of trophies, so if you prevail, you'll have something to wave in smarty pants' face for the rest
of the year.
This will be a good opportunity to put the knowledge gained at the driver' s schools
to use against the clock. If this event is well attended then we will consider doing additional events thi s year.
If you 're planning on attending, or for more details call Brian Horne, (253) 8503047, or e-mail bhome@interserv.com.We' ll be running in the afternoon session. You
need to arrive around 11 :OOam so we can get everyone sorted out. There will be course
walks and registration to take care of, and you ' ll need to empty your car out. The cost
for the event is $15.
Check out the schedule at www.eskimo.com/-adahl/wwscc/ or call the WWSCC hot-Brian Horne
line (425) 255-0658 for the latest updated information.

Directions to Boeing Kent Space Center:
From 1-5 take the S. 188th/Orillia Road Exit #152. Follow Orillia east down the hill, where
it turns into S. 212th. Cross the river and pass Russell Rd. Take the next left into the Boeing
parking lot at the light (the KOA campground is on the right). From 167 take the 212th exit,
head west. Cross West Valley Hiway (68th). Take a right at the second light into the west parking lot of the Space Center. Proceed over the mountainous speed bumps to the parking lot on
the left, where all the autocrossers are parked. We'll have people there to help you find your
way around.

Map To Grand Prix Raceway
BMW NW

Frank Albert Rd.
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Grand Prix Raceway
2105 Frank Albert Rd. Fife, WA
(253)922-7722 www.karts.com/grandprix

Tech Session At
Bradley's Autowax Detail
On Saturday April 18th our club is invited
over to Bradley ' s Detail Shop on NE 16th
in Bellevue. The meeting will start at
1Oam and Brad Zefkeles and his crew will
take us through the Sp1ing clean up
process for our cars. To get there, take
136th off of Northup Way (NE 20th)
which is the street along the side of
Bellevue BMW. As the road starts to
curve to the right towards Furney' s (16th)
take a left into the parking lot. Bradley' s
is straight ahead on the left.
We will have coffee and rolls for
everyone. Our weather here is very harsh
on the fini sh of our cars and after a winter
of cleaning off the road grime it is great
on the finish to have them cleaned real
well in the spring.
Brad will show us the tricks he uses to
get a deep clean and good wax on that
will take you through the summer. At
Bradley ' s in Bellevue they use only products that will not hurt the environment or
the people that are doing the work.
Brad will answer any and all questions
about how to and what to use for the person that wants to do it at home and will be
showing us tricks to get overspray off as
well as tar etc.
- Ray Kirkland
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Stalls
by Thomas B. Nast

Sad Sacks
The government will now let you
apply to disable your airbag. That is, if
you cannot sit 10" from the steering
wheel, or have certain medical disabilities ,
or have infants or children who must ride
in the front seat. And if you submit an
application to the NHTSA. And if that
application is approved. And if you pay to
have a switch installed, assuming you can
find anyone to put it in (many won't, on
orders of their insurers). And if you install
warning placards in your car. In modem
American, this is called "freedom of
choice."

A little history
(lack of space precludes more)
Airbags were first proposed by that most
freedom-loving of Americans, Richard
Nixon (during whose first administration I
bought my first BMW). The auto makers
generally opposed them as unnecessary,
technically immature, too expensive and a
liability risk; Washington repeatedly
deferred mandating their installation. In
1973 GM test-marketed 1,000 Chevies
with airbags, harvesting its first infant
fatality the same year. Encouraged, GM
slated 1OOK cars for airbag installation the
following year. It sold lOK of them, and
gave up.
In 1977 the gummint decreed that all
cars would have passive restraints by
1984, a rule which received a lot of tinkering over the years. Eventually, it is decided that if a threshold percentage of drivers
don't care enough about their own safety
to latch their seatbelts, the federales would
impose its version of safety on everyone
with airbags. And so, in December 1991,
George Bush signed a ]aw requiring
airbags. In typically cynical Washington
fashion , this was done with full knowledge that airbags are most dangerous and
least effective with unbelted occupants; in
other words, they are counter-indicated by
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the very condition they purport to address.
Meanwhile, Volvo and Mercedes
began advertising campaigns touting the
benefits of airbags. As airbags became
associated with expensive European
brands, and as the government was shoving them down motorists' throats anyway,
the mainstream manufacturers decided
they could make lemonade from lemons.
Gradually, an increasing number of buyers
were convinced of the Goodness of
airbags, and manufacturers profited from
this. Of course, there were not hundreds of
millions of dollars available to advertise
any other point of view.
The history of airbags is not a proud one.
The economics of them are also dubious.
How much is a human life worth? It is
a bit glib to say every life is priceless;
juries put a price on life daily. If life was
truly priceless, we would be driving in
armored personnel carriers on roads that
allowed no pedestrians. The fact is, some
life will be squandered in the pursuit of
efficiency and, yes, convenience.
Let us assume that airbags cost $500
per car, and that 6M cars are sold
Stateside per year (airbags are not required
in many trucks, which are now a large part
of vehicle sales). This comes to a mere
$3B per year (which doesn ' t cover repair
and disposal costs, which probably add
another 25 %). Accepting for argument's
sake the NHTSA's probably-inflated number of 1500 lives "saved" between 1987
and 1995 by air bags (and ignoring the
scores killed and 160,000 injured by
airbags) , this comes to$ l 8M per life.
This, in my opinion, is excessive. The
cost-to-benefit ratio is all out of whack,
considering you have no choice about participating. It's like government requiring
you to buy a $500 lottery ticket, with one
chance in a billion of winning big and one
chance in a half million of winning an allexpense paid vacation to Kafka' s penal
colony.

Parenthetically, Transportation
Secretary Coleman claimed in 1976 that
airbags would save 12,000 lives per year.
An interesting contrast to the current admission of 1500 lives in nine years, is it not?
So the history is skeptical, the technology questionable, and the costs Pentagonal.
Isn't this enough? Not really .
What is worse are the messages that
mandatory airbag installation send. These
are: (1) Individual responsibility and judgment are unnecessary, because the government can make these decisions for you,
and (2) You do not need to drive intelligently, because technology will spare you
injury. Two great ironies are that consumer organizations lobbied hard for these
mandates, which restrict consumer choice,
and Republican administrations were more
responsible for airbag requirements than
Democrats, despite their hypocritical noise
about self-accountability.
BMW, at least in its public persona,
has bought into the airbag myth with
gusto. Whereas one airbag per front seat
would satisfy regulators, BMW now has
three or four, and soon probably eight,
airbags decorating the cabin. BMW calls
these "Head Protection System," "Front
Side Impact Bags," "Rear Side Impact
Bags," "Dual-airbag Supplementary
Restraint System with differentiated
deployment system," and so forth (these
systems work best when they are capitalized). No doubt these will soon have their
own computer, calculating deployment
patterns based on strain gauge sensor
inputs, or how hard you're backed into in
a parking lot. The menu may suggest
steak, but BMW is serving up a dog's
breakfast of technology.
If airbags are such great technology ,
why aren ' t they installed in race cars? The
fact is, seat belts are far more effective
and less dangerous, and are cheaper, simpler and lighter. It's terrific that airbags
are available, and anyone who wants them
should be free to buy them. For those of us
who don't want a 200 mph balloon
assaulting our bespectacled faces, choice
is in order. 0

Alex Long to Campaign
M3 in 1998
by Alex Long

am happy to announce that once again we will be racing the E36 M3 in Sports Car
Club of America (SCCA) showroom stock this year with continued sponsorship from
BMW Seattle. Last year was a fantastic rookie season with nine wins, two seconds,
three thirds and a 12th place finish at the National Championships. This year the plan is
all wins and a top three finish at the National Championships!
The SCCA has changed our
class designation this year from
T1 to T2 and has created a new
Tl class for showroom stock
supercars including the Ferrari
F355, Porsche 911and1998
Corvette. We will still be competing against the Mustang
Cobra, Pontiac Firebird and
Camaro in T2.
We encourage everyone to
come out and watch the races,
especially the National level
races which have very close competition. This is a great opportunity to see a BMW M
car fighting it out with Detroit's best. If you would like to come to any of the races
please contact me at the following number and I will put you on the crew roster for easy
access to the track: (206)248-1820
April 25-26
SCCA Regional, Bremerton WA
May 2-3
SCCA Regional, Portland OR
May 9-10
SCCA National, Thunderhill CA
May 23-25
SCCA Double National, Seattle WA
June 13-14
SCCA National, Portland OR (Rosecup Race)
July 3-5
SCCA Double National, Portland OR
July 31 -2
SCCA Double Regional, Portland OR
October 5-11
SCCA National Championships, Lexington OH
The Double National race over the Memorial Day weekend at Seattle International
Raceway will be the biggest race in the state of Washington. If you are interested in
coming out to watch a race, this is the one to come to. We will be arriving at SIR early
this year to get a prime paddock location (better than last year's !). Once again we will
have a BMW only parking area. We really encourage everyone to come to this race, it
will be a lot of fun and some great racing .
The other big race in the Northwest is the June 13-14 Rosecup race in Portland. This
is part of the week long Rose
festival culminating with the
Indycar race on the weekend of
June 20-21. This is the only race
of the year that the SCCA uses
the festival chicane at Portland,
you haven't seen anything until
you see a grid of 25+ showroom
stock cars funneling into the
narrow chicane, you can count
on some bent sheet metal! 0

l

Mark Your Calendars
for Club Tours
Tentative plans have been made for
two club tours this season. The first will
be on Saturday July 11, and will be a tour
to the northern extremes (Canada border)
along Hiway 9. We'll meet at the rest stop
along 1-5 past Marysville, and stop at a
park for lunch (bring your own) and do
some good exploration of the roads
around Arlington and Mt. Vernon. This
tour will last until mid-afternoon where
everyone will be on their own for the
drive home.
The second tour will be on Saturday
September 19, and will be a drive down
south to Mt. St. Helens. The route will be
through Electron, Elbe, through Randle,
and the last stretch is via forest service
roads to Windy Ridge which is east of the
mountain. This spot is in my opinion the
best place to view the volcano. The services are minimal, but the roads are some
of the best in the state. This will be a tour
that will take most of the day, so plan
according! y.
We'll have a couple of follow-up articles as the route is set and the dates
approach. If you have suggestions for
favorite roads in these areas feel free to
communicate. We will be exploring possible routes in the coming weeks.
Karen and I are looking for volunteers
to help plan and set up these tours, and if
there is the desire for more we can put
together a committee to plan for more this
season or for next year.
- Karen and Brian Horne
(253) 850-3047 bhorne@interserv.com
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Start Your Engines
by Wes Hill

~

... from your Driving Events Committee

he days are finally getting longer
and with that our track events are
getting closer. We've got a busy
year ahead so here are some thoughts for
getting ready for the season for those drivers planning to catch even one of these
events.
For the novice drivers, this is really
nothing more than common vehicle maintenance. To start with , have your brake
fluid changed before our first event.
Moisture can build up in your brake system during these cold damp months and
although you may not notice it in your
daily driving, it may cause problems at the
track. This moisture lowers the boiling
point of the brake fluid and when your
brakes get hot (and they will ... ) your brake
pedal will begin to fade as the fluid boils
and air pockets forn1 in the brake system.
You don ' t need any fancy racing fluids
because fresh , clean DOT3 works just fine .
The next thing on the list is coolant.
You or your shop can check the radiator
fluid to ensure it's fresh and full. As
you'll be generating more heat than usual
this is vital. Something else I personally
would recommend, although not mandatory , is one of the many 'water wetter' products available. This stuff when added to
your radiator fluid helps transfer heat
away from the engine (they really work!).
Also, if you're driving an older car or one
with high miles you should consider a
complete coolant flush to remove rust and
other contaminates from the system.
Finally, do an overall inspection of the
basics. The things we look for the day of
our events are things like worn engine
belts, bad oil leaks , unsecured battery,
lights not in good working order, and
loose objects in the interior. The last thing
to check would be to shake your wheels
vigorously to check for possible wheel
bearing problems. If you are unsure what
you're looking for, to avoid surprises,
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have your favorite shop inspect this item
in advance.
These are the basics for the novice driver and should be common sense by now
for the more experienced drivers. Now
some thoughts for those who have been
coming out to our events on a regular
basis. The first item is helmets. Our club
cmTently has no defined rating system at
this time; however, you should buy a
good quality helmet. In future issues we' II
be discussing in detail the different helmet
ratings . But for now, remember it's your
head, protect it! We continue to see at
events people using inexpensive or very
old helmets. I can tell you from personal
experience the ringing in my head would
have stopped months earlier if I had had a
more appropriate helmet on last summer
when I had my ' incident. ' Our club has
been discussing putting in place for next
year a requirement for helmet ratings
which will be a minimum of a Snell 85
rating. Used helmets are fine and open or
closed faced makes no difference, just
make sure its a good helmet in good
shape.
The next item is tires. Briefly, if you
come to one or two events a year you'll
probably want to invest in a spare set of
wheels and some sort of 'track' type tire.
You'll save money in the long run as you
won't be chewing up your street tires and
the added performance to your vehicle is
worth the cost.
Last, but as always not least, let's talk
clothing. Obviously dress appropriately
for the weather with loose fitting and
breathable clothes. Layers are better,
because it can get hot in the cars even if
it's cold outside. For shoes, we've seen a
large variety of shoes worn, but the best
approach is a light, flat soled tennis shoe
(not a running shoe with a wide, thick
tread). Again you folks that come out to

several events should consider the purchase of a wrestling type shoe. These are
similar in design to real racing shoes but
because they are made of vinyl and not
Nomex and leather, they ' re one-third the
price. They truly help in pedal feel and as
your skills improve you can begin to
appreciate the difference. All these items
should be kept ready to go in your favorite
chosen 'track' bag! If your helmet, shoes,
and logbook are always in the bag, then
you only have one item to grab in the
morning instead of several. (And hopefully this will also help you in remembering
where you put your logbook!)
If you have any questions or concerns
about your car's setup or equipment
(especially those new to this fun!) please
feel free to call me and chat - you can
reach me, Wes Hill (206)989-9516. 0

·'
lapping at LAGUNA:'
SECA
RACEWAY
Laguna
Well , with only a few spots left, if
you've been thinking about it at all, now
is the time for action. This is going to be a
lot of fun, don't miss your chance. If
you've been living in a box and don ' t
know, Laguna Seca is one of the finest
road courses in the U.S. Statistics drawn
from the Internet say we ' ll have a 93 %
chance of sun and there will be the nicest
bunch of car nuts you'll ever meet. All
this surely means a terrific time.
At this point, even if you don't drive a
BMW or you have any questions you can
call me during the day at (425)882-6725.
Specifics on the event can be found in the
February Ziindfolge issue.
-Ken Hill

Driving School
& lapping At SIR
by Jacqueline Kahn

unday May 10 at SIR we've
planned a program devoted to showing intermediate and beginning drivers the ' whys and hows' to drive a road
course like SIR. We won ' t be having drill
stations in the morning with cones. What
we will have is an early morning track
walk and an intense breakdown of SIR
corner by comer. Following that we'll be
driving complete laps at slow speeds one
on one with instructors. Finishing up the
day with full lapping in groups designated
to accommodate each type of driver: those
new to road course driving, intermediate
drivers, and advanced drivers. Because of
this approach it would be an ideal day for
all beginning and intermediate drivers, as
well as those advanced drivers new to the
area that haven't really had the chance to
explore SIR in depth.
We have two scheduled open lapping
days at SIR this summer, if you ' ve only
attended our schools at Bremerton you
would be required to attend this event to
be signed off to join us. If you attend

S
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Friday' s event and then join us Sunday
you 'll also save $20 on the entry.
Our schools do fill up quickly so get
your registrations in early! To attend
you ' ll need to register p1ior to the event
by filling out the attached Registration
Form and mailing it to Jacqueline Kahn at
8034 NE 178th Lane Bothell, WA 980 11
by April 27th. Call with any questions you
may have (425)481-9571. For car setup &
equipment questions please call Wes Hill
(206)989-9516.

May 8 Driving School
We've reached our limit for the first
school of the year! Yes indeed they do fill
up quickly! Thanks for the response! For
those still interested you can call and put
yourself on a waiting list, as cancellations
occur you will be called.
This first High Performance Driving
School for the year is at Bremerton
Raceway Friday, May 8th. Through the
day ' s program you will learn the limits of
your car and how to keep your car within
those limits. The objective of the school is
to make you a safer and more confident
driver.
To get yourself on the waiting list or if
you have any questions please call
Jacqueline Kahn at (425)481-9571. For
car setup & equipment questions please
call Wes Hill (206)989-951 6. 0

r------------------------------1
Driver's School Registration Form
j
Sunday, May 10, 1998 at SIR

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,Mem.# _ _ _ _ _ __
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Year & Model Car

BMW ACA • Portland Area Chapter
Lapping Day at Portland International Raceway.
Please contact Doug Buchner for details and confirmation of this date prior to traveling (503) 6539080 . Our club is invited to their events and what
a great way to get the season started than on a
terrific road course like PIR and to meet other
BMW ACA Club members!

May 8th

BMW ACA High Performance Driver's
School at Bremerton Raceway. See this month's
article for details.

·May 10th BMW ACA School and Lapping Day for
Novice and Intermediate drivers at Seattle
International Raceway. See this month's article for
details.

June 11th BMW ACA Lapping Day at Laguna
Seca Raceway! What's that you say? That's right!!
Lapping at Laguna Seca. Details in February
Ziindlolge or registration form this month.
June 19th Classic Vintage Car Rally Sponsored
by BMW Seattle. Contact Al Lancaster al (253)9464100 for details.

June 21st BMW ACA Lapping Day at Seattle
International Raceway.

June 27th BMW ACA - Portland Area Chapter Tri
Club Lapping Day at Portland International
Raceway. This day is devoted to three marqueesBMW, Porsche, & Alfa. Contact Doug Buchner for
details (503) 653-9080.

July 23rd Corvette Driving School at Seattle
International Raceway. Our club members are
invited to participate. Contact Michael Thompson at
(206)244-4733 or grab the registration form from:
http://members.aol.com/CRJsVette/MarqueClub.html

July 26th BMW ACA Lapping Day at Seattle
International Raceway.

Oct. 24th BMW ACA • Portland Area Chapter
Octoberfest Lapping Day at Portland International
Raceway. Contact Doug Buchner at (503) 653-9080
for details.

Oct. 31st BMW ACA High Performance Driver's
School at Bremerton Raceway.
Nov. 1st

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Phone No. Home (
Number of Previous Track Events (Type, Where, etc.)

Work (
~-----------

Driving Level : Novice, I, II, Ill, Instructor (circle one)
Cost of School: $85 Two Drivers in One Car, Add $35 (non-members add $25)
Discount For Attending May 8 School: Deduct $20
Total Amount Enclosed - - Please make checks payable to BMW ACA
Driving Goals _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Alfa Romeo Club Lapping Day at
Bremerton Raceway. A great follow-up day to do
some lapping after the school on Saturday and pull
those skills you learned together! For more information call Pete Bristow at (253)661-3580.
Additional events outside of our club to be included
within this schedule in upcoming issues as they
become available.
Events are subject to change or cancellation, so be
sure and watch future Ziindlolge issues for updated
information.

L-------------------------------~
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Tech Sessions
An apology to anyone that I did not reach
about the cancellation of the tech secession last month . I only had two firm
responses so decided to cancel. I hope that
no one decided to just show up. If someone did , I am sorry for the wasted trip.
We will be talking to others and seeing if we can get this off the ground. Brad
over at Strictly BMW said he would like
to demo a brake job on an 02 and there
have been some other suggestions. I think
we will get this off the ground by summer. Please e-mail or call me with suggestions or if you would like to sponsor a
tech show and tell. Thank you and sorry
for any inconvenience.
-Ray Kirkland

Support A Local Track
Bremerton Raceway is going through some paving upgrades
and your help is needed. Re-paving is occurring throughout
the track but one portion in particular is the braking area
into Turn 1 and most of Turn 1 leading to the back straight,
which are in dire need of re-paving. It's estimated that this
paving will cost $4,400. The NWR SCCA has agreed to
head this effort, so all drivers have a better racetrack for
the 1998 season. To cover the cost of paving, drivers are
being asked to contribute. If you are interested in helping
the cause please call Val Korry, SOVERN member, NWR
SCCA Director at large (206)285-6331. Or send your contributions directly to Bremerton Paving Fund, NWR SCCA,
c/o Dan Feagin, 22214133rd St. E. Bonney Lake, WA 98390-7574.

Speedware Day
Tires

PLUS

Discounters
of HIGH
,~.. ,~..1.~PERFORMANCE

{1\r;

TIRES
&WHEELS

"'!,t. 1.•
1

Our thanks to Speedware in Redmond for hosting our March 28th Club meeting. Much
of the fun was just hanging around out front and admiring all the cars. There are a lot of
M cars in this club. Besides the BMWs, there was a new VW Beetle, which drew the
most attention of all. We were also treated to a driver of a newer Fe1Tari leaving the
parking lot next door missing a simple up shift and grinding the gearbox, right in front of
all us gear heads.
The Speedware people showed us how to ali gn a new M3 on their high-tech machine
(don' t try this at home) and how to in stall a harness bar in a new M3 (this you can do at
home). We also enjoyed an informative discussion on helmets. This was teITific for
those who drive at the track or autocross .
Thanks to Shaun, Dan, and Colin at Speedware for having us over to visit. We will
be looking to schedule another meeting later this year. Watch your Ziindfolge for details.

PRICE:
Low Discount Prices.

SELECTION: Over 4,000 tires in stock
- Pirelli, Goodyear, Yokohama, Bridgestone, Michelin , B.F. Goodrich, and
Cooper.
SERVICE: Friendly, informed sales
people; FREE tire mounting using
European Tire Machines for Touchless
Mag Wheel Mounting. All wheels are
hand torqued to manufacturer's specs.
12540 N.E 124th Street
f
;Kirkland (Totem Lake)

(":1

~

l:::J

811·9100

13310 Bel-Red Road
Bellevue (Next to Olympic
Boats, behind JS Factory Carpets)

641·7300
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Auto Detailing
Meticulous Care for The Owner Who Expects It!
Sho wroom Quality Results• We Protect Your Investments
Only The Finest Products - Meguiar's
10% Discount on Meguiar's Products for Club Members
Downtown next to Freeway Park
7th Ave (Hubbell Pl.) & Seneca

Pick-Up & Delivery

206 622-9800

Member of Professional
Detailing Association

he new 3 Series made its world
debut on March 5, 1998 at the
Geneva Auto Show. The 3 Series is
BMW's volume car, accounting for about
70% of sales. It is also significant beyond
the company, as it is the best sports sedan
in the world. As such, it is imitated often
by other companies. The 3 Series defines
an entire class of automobiles.
The Europeans will start getting the
new 3 Series in May. North American
delivery is to start in early fall. This new
3, the E46, will initially be available in
sedan format only. The current 3, the E36,
will continue to be built as coupe, convertible and ti (compact in Europe).
Gradually, E46 versions of all body styles
will be introduced.

T

History
BMW is employing a bit of revisioni st
history in the press information for the
E46. The U.S . press kit calls it "The fifth
generation of BMW' s highly
successful 3 Series ... " The
BMW AG press kit calls it,
"The Fifth Generation of the
Original..."
If you' re like me, you
remember three previous
generations of the 3 Series.
When asked about this,
BMW says, "We' re both
right. " Here's the deal :
This is the fourth 3
Series. But the 02
Series is really the first
generation of the small
BMW. So 02 owners may
protest, but BMW thinks of
the 02 as the first 3 Series.
By the way, recent publicity
on the 7 Series refers to a thirty year hi story, despite the 7 first appearing in the
late 1970s. Same deal: the 2500 is being
retroactively considered the first 7 Series.
And name plates aside, BMW is ri ght. All
the "New Range" cars, starting in 1962,
are the predecessors of the current cars.
The cars have evolved in an absolutely
direct path.
The first "02" was the 1600. It first
appeared in 1966. Later came the 2002,
but all the first generation cars were two
doors, hence the 02 designati on. The 02

TheNew3
Series
By David Lightfoot

defined a new type of car. Here was a
boxy, relatively small sedan that out performed sports cars. It was also expensive
for its size. When Max Hoffman suggested stuffing a two liter motor into the 1600,
the 2002, and a cult legend, were born.
From May 1966 until July 1976, 861 ,940
units of the various 02s were built on the
Munich-Milbershofen production lines.
The successor to the 02 appeared in
1975, although the first U.S. version was
for model year 1977. The two liter motor
can·ied over. This coupled with added
weight led to disappointing performance.
The Europeans had the option of a 3
Series with a six cylinder motor. Many
Americans brought in 323s through the

gray market. But the onl y officially
imported model was the 320i. While perfonnance was down, the 320i was better
than the 2002 in every other way. The
market recognized this and 1,364,038
units of the E21 3 Series were sold worldwide.
The second 3 Series, the E30, debuted
in 1982 with 1983 being the first model
year in the U.S. It was another sal es success with a total production run of
2,220,225. Part of the reason for this success was the many versions of the E30

which were offered. A fo ur door version was offered, a response to
Mercedes ' introduction of the 190E. A
convertible was a runaway hit. And a
handsome touring or station wagon
veq;;ion was offered in Europe. The E30
also marked the introduction of another
cult car, the original M3. Thi s M3 was the
most successful touring car racer of all
time and remains a very popular car
amongst club members.
The third 3 Series was introduced in
1990, with American deliveries starting
with model year 1992. The E36 marked
the start of a new introduction strategy.
The sedan came first, the coupe followed
a year later, and the convertible, touring
and ti versions followed later still. In this
way, BMW is able to extend the excitement of the new car launch over several
years. The E36 also became the basis for
the wildly successful Z3, although BMW
distinguishes the roadster as separate from
the 3 Series for marketing purposes.
Thus, the E36 will
continue to be avai lable for several years
while the various
E46 body styles are
introduced. The E36
continues the tradition of outselling its
predecessors.
Through the end of
1997, over 2.5 million E36 3 Series cars
have been produced.
This includes 1.5
million sedans,
430,000 coupes,
150,000 convertibles,
280,000 compacts, and 95 ,000 tourings.
The current 3 Series has been built at
BMW' s plants in Munich, Regensburg
and Spartanburg.
Enough hi story, what about the new
car?

Styling
BMW' s custom is to introduce an all new
3 Seri es every seven to eight years. This is
a long cycl e in the car business . And

continued on page 12...
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BMW's conservative image dictates evolutionary rather than revolutionary
changes. Besides, why mess with success?
While every other car maker tries to emulate BMW, BMW just raises the standard
every few years.
The design of the E46 was done in
1993 and frozen in 1994. It is a natural
evolution of the E36. The rumor is that
the coupe, due next year, will differ from
the sedan more than the respective E36
cars do. The E46 sedan is a very conservative design; expect the coupe to be less
so.
Conservative perhaps, but certainly
handsome. The first impression is that this
is a small version of the current 5 Series.
And while there are certainly plenty of
familial similarities, the basic proportions
of the two cars are different. The 5 is a
foot longer; the 3 is more nimble and balanced.
While the E46 is a refinement of the
E36, to really appreciate this car one must
study the details. So far, we ' ve only got
photos to go from. But the details are, in
many cases, extraordinary. I suspect that
the owner of an E46 will, several years
after purchase, still be di scovering
delightfully well thought out details in
their car.
This is perhaps the first BMW to show
the full impact of Chris Bangle' s arrival
as head of BMW Design.
Take the front of the car. The headlights have a plastic cover over the traditional dual lights. There are three horizontal lines on the cover just to let the viewer
know the lights are covered. Notice the
scalloping below the lights, a sexy touch.
And then note the way the fenders and
hood wrap around the lights and meet.
This car must be built with absolute precision. Now look at the kidneys. The inner
portion of the chrome ring around each
grill is thinner than the outer portion.
That' s just the front of the car.
Look at the side view. The first thing
you'll notice is the visible cut line that
runs around the doors . This defines the
passenger compartment. The door handles
have a pull-ring design that is unique to
this car. And notice how the handle
tapers, getting wider towards the rear of
the car. The bottom sill looks like a
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styling element, and it is. But it also adds
structure and helps manage air flow. The
entire exterior shows this same attention
to detail.

Interior
The interior of the E46 is slightly bigger
than the E36. It is both wider and longer,
a concession to the fact that humans keep
getting bigger. Lighter interior colors are
designed to make the increase in space
seem even greater.
The entire dashboard is one piece.
This makes for fewer rattles. It is also
designed to be recyclable. But replacement will be expensive as it is a huge
piece. The driver's binnacle may be a controversial item. It looks awfully Japanese.
We' ll see.
Interior trim options include black
plastic, wood, chrome and brushed aluminum. There are more choices than ever.
Here's another example of exquisite
detailing: The switches all stand out more
at the bottom than at the top. The interior
lighting is spot type. This causes the
switches to throw elegant shadows. The
shadows also make it easier to find the
switch in the car; just follow the shadow.
BMW calls this "wate1iall lighting."

Power Trains
As is BMW' s custom, when a
new car is introduced, the
power trains carry
over from the old
model. Then,
during the
model's run ,
expect new
engines to be
introduced. So,
for the next three
or four years, there
will be a new body
style nearly
every year.
Then, they' II start
introducing a new
generation of engines to
keep the model fresh. Smart
marketing.
For now , the engines and transmissions from the E36 will carry over, with
refinements. The Europeans will get a
wide range of engine choices. We'll get
just a few. The four cylinder engine will

be dropped from the 3 Series except for
the ti . In fact, the only four cylinder
BMWs in the U.S. will be the 318ti and
the Z3 1.9.
The mainstream 3 Series cars will get
either a 2.5 liter motor and be badged 323
or a 2.8 liter and be called a 328. We'll be
spared the little four bangers and the
diesel choices that the European market
will still have.
One significant refinement to the six
cylinder engines is the addition of double
VANOS to the mainstream sixes. This
system adjusts valve timing and provides
better economy, emissions and performance. By the way, BMW is one of the
few car manufacturers to still build a
straight six cylinder motor.
Transmissions will be five-speeds,
either manuals or automatics. Manual
transmissions are filled with oil that never
needs changing. And manually equipped
cars have a self-adjusting clutch that is
maintenance free during its entire service
life.

Suspension
The E46 follows the lead of the 5 Series
in using aluminum components to reduce
unsprung weight. However, there is less
use of aluminum in the 3 when compared
to the 5. This is both for cost and space
considerations.
Weight distribution is 50/50.
The track has
been widened to

tion control
system,
ASC+T, is
now standard. The
sophisticated
Dynamic
Stability
Control System,
DSC 3, is available
as an option on the
328i. This is a first for the 3 Series. DSC 3
can be disabled, at the track for instance,
if the driver wants to be able to toss the
car around. And the standard ABS has
been enhanced with Cornering Brake
Control, or CBC. This helps control vehi-

cle stability when the brakes are applied
in a corner. In effect, braking power can
be disproportionately distributed front to
rear and side to side. No driver can do
that.
Another first for a car of this class is
Tire Pressure Control. TPC is an option
that monitors tire pressure from inside
each wheel. Here's how: Each wheel has a
transmitter with pressure and temperature
sensors. Even the spare has a transmitter.
The transmitter is powered by a lithium
battery with a five year life. Each transmitter sends signals to a receiver aerial in
each wheel arch. The receiver then sends
the signal to the central control unit.
Gradual losses of pressure trigger a dashboard display with a yellow tell tale that
warns, "Check Tire Pressure." Since 80%
of tire damage is preceded by gradual loss
of pressure, this will save a lot of tires.
When sudden tire pressure loss is experienced, the dash indicator uses a red tell
tale and the message, "Puncture." This
system can be fitted to any optional BMW
wheels since the rims do not need to be
modified to accept the system.

Safety
The crash integrity of the E46 has been
improved considerably. The ability to
absorb energy in a frontal collision has
been almost doubled. Side impact protection has been improved too. Plus, the new
3 Series comes standard with six airbags
and eight are optional. The six standard
are for the two front seat occupants; a
large one up front, a small one in the door
and the long, thin head protector in the A
pillar. The two optional bags are one in
each rear door.
Did you know that the power flow
from modern batteries is equal to the electric cutTent used in welding? That can
lead to problems in an accident. The generation of sparks can lead to fire. BMW' s
solution is called the SBT, Security
Battery Terminal. The starter cable is disconnected from the battery by way of a
small explosive triggered by the air bag
sensor.

Other Cool Stuff
The E46 introduces Car Memory and Key
Memory personalisation functions. Car
Memory is able to personalise a number
of basic vehicle functions to the cus-

tamer's wishes. Key Memory integrates
additional personal preferences in each
remote control key. The various options to
be customized include seat position, mirror positions, air conditioning, and central
locking. Up to four keys can be provided.
Your BMW retailer can set the various
functions for each driver in your family.
Perhaps you like all the doors to unlock
from the driver's door, but your teenage
daughter would prefer that only the driver's door unlock. This can be done. The
"follow-me-home" function can be customized. This allows the headlights to
stay on up to two minutes after the car is
locked up to provide illumination to you~
destination.
Two navigation systems are available
for the car. One is a simple system with
messages and optical signals. The more
sophisticated system provides detailed
maps, and information about hotels, gas
stations and restaurants. When the information becomes outdated, simply replace
the CD ROM.
The 3 Series offers Park Distance
Control. PDC beeps when approaching an
obstacle in reverse. The beeps become
more frequent as the object gets closer
and goes "solid" when within 20 centimeters . This allows audio parking without
the crunch at the end.
Automatic Intermittent Control
employs a rain sensor to control the intermittent wipe function. Windshield moisture is monitored and the wipers are
adjusted from full standstill to constant
operation. The rain sensor measures moisture by way of a light-emitting diode that
measures infra-red light.
BMW's multi-function steering wheel,
available as an option, incorporates an air
bag, of course, but also the controls for
the radio, cruise control and telephone.
All steering wheel buttons are illuminated.
The seat heaters are improved. Rather
than the two temperature levels of old,
warm and bun burner, the new system
employs an actual temperature setting.
Xenon headlights, that give a bright,
bluish-while light, will be optional. And
the service indicator lights will now show
the actual mileage until service is needed,
rather than the green, yellow and red light
system currently used. It will also indicate
the month and year that the next service is
needed. No word yet on whether the car

will call the dealer and make its own service appointment.
This extraordinary comfort and convenience is achieved by the complete networking of all electronic systems within
the car.

Copclusion
Why all these complex features on
BMW's most basic car? Well , partially to
add safety, comfort and convenience. And
partially to compete effectively, especially
against feature-rich Japanese offerings.
Do these features add cost, weight and
complexity? To a certain extent yes, but
they also enhance the driving experience.
And the driver orientation has always set
BMW apart.
A definitive conclusion must await the
arrival of the E46 and its competitors in
the marketplace. But it looks like BMW
has done it again, with a new 3 Series that
sets the new standard in the class the 3
defines. 0

Hand Washing
Swirl-free Polish
Interior Shampoo
Concoun Quality Detailing
425 641-9932
13600 N.E. 16th St. Bellevue
(by Furney's Nursery)
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Technik
edited by Greg Mierz
This wonderful article is from
Brett Anderson's web page
and explains the topic of VB problems.

What's wrong with the VB ?
BMW released the M60B30 and
M60B40 V8s with the '94 model year 5,7
and 8 Series. These engines ran until the
'95 model year. From the '96-model year,
they were replaced by the M62B44. The
3.0L was dropped in the US , but the rest
of the world got the M62B35 , a 3.5-liter V8 .
There are many rumors about the fate
of the M60 engine, but only one is true.
The engines have been known, on a large
scale, to suffer damage to the cylinder
bores from the excessive amounts of sulfur in the US fuels. The blocks are made
of Nikasil, which is aluminum impregnated with nickel and silicone. Apparently,
sulfur reacts adversely with the nickel ,
causing very slight blemishes in the top
few millimeters of the cylinder bore. The
cylinder bores are crosshatched, which is
the name given to a pattern scratched into
the surface of the cylinder wall. These
scratches help seat and seal the pi ston
rings, allowing good compression.
When the cylinder walls become damaged, the piston rings can no longer seat
properly. As a result, the engine suffers
from "leakdown." This is the term given
for the amount of air that can escape past
the piston as it attempts to compress the
air into the combustion chamber. A near
new engine, in good condition, should
have a leakdown rating of approximately
5-8%. BMWs maximum allowable leakdown , on any engine is 15 %. Anything
beyond that requires repair to the engine.
Leakdown can also be caused by poorly seated valves.
The problem in the V8s manifests
itself as an EXCESSIVELY rough idle.
These engines, due to their performance
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oriented camshafts, have a noticeable
"rock" at idle, this is completely normal.
However, excessively rough idle will
cause the entire car to shake, usually
unevenly. The problem can also cause the
engine to lose so much compression that it
will no longer start.
While BMW was investigating the
cause of the problem, several different
methods of repair were tried .
First, they decided to raise the operating temperature of the engine, in an
attempt to get a better bum of the gas , and
therefore lessen the damage . The benefits
of this campaign, which included replacement of the engine EPROM and thermostat, were negligible, if existent. However,
they were an attempt to fi x a problem that
was not yet fully understood.
Once it was decided the engines needed to be opened and repairs made, the first

try was installation of new pistons and
rings, this was only tried on a couple of
engines and was immediately dismissed
as not viable.
Next step was to replace the short
block assembly. This is what is still being
done now, however, until the problem
was 100 percent diagnosed by BMW, the
replacement short blocks were of the same
material as the original engines. This was
not so much an oversight, but the only
pos sible way of keeping cars on the road
until a permanent solution could be found.
As a measure of good faith, BMW initiated an engine warranty, covering all
internally lubricated parts, which includes
the short block, for 100,000 miles, or six
years . Until this, the engines were only
covered under the standard four year
50,000 mile warranty.
Now, as the short blocks were being
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German Car

Specialists~

Service & Repair
StNce '\919

(425) 644-7770
•BMW
•AUDI
•MERCEDES
BENZ
SERVICE & REPAIR
Your Best Alternative to the Dealer!

Courtesy Customer Shuttle!

Behind Factoria Cinemas, Bellevue

Please Visit Our Website at www.germanauto.com

replaced with the same exact part, future
problems could be expected without a
doubt. The result of this situation is that
some cars have had two and even three
short block replacements .
With 1997, all replacement short
blocks were of the new material, called
Al usil. This material has been used in the
V 12 engines since their inception. No reason was given for the change to Nikasil,
but I'd like to bet that guy no longer has a
job. Anyway, Alusil does not suffer the
same problem as Nikasil and if the Alusil
short block has been installed, you no
longer need to worry about the situation .

How do you tell which material is in
your short block ?
That part is fairly easy. But it requires getting under the right front of the car. All
M60 and M62 blocks have casting numbers on the right side, directly alongside
the third cylinder, slightly above the
coolant drain bolt.
These are the numbers to look for:

Nikasil M60B30 ...... l 725970orl 741212
Nikasil M60B40 ..... 1 725 693 or l 742 998
Alusil M60830 ............................. 1 745 871
Alusil M60B40 ............................. 1 745 872
Alusil M62B44 .............................. l 745 873
Note: all M62 engines are Alusil.
This is the only way to determine
which engine you have, short of removing
a cylinder head.
In performing engine repairs or
rebuild procedures in the future , it is
imperative that you correctly identify the
cylinder block, as the pistons and rings
used in each style are different and not
interchangeable.

What do I do if my engine idles rough?

'"'

If you feel your M60 is idling roughly,
make an appointment with your dealer for
an idle quality check. This check is free,
under the conditions of the 100,000 mile
engine warranty. During this test, the
technician hooks the car up to the BMW
diagnostic computer system, which monitors the condition of the engine. If, during
this test, the computer finds that there is a
potential problem , it will order the technician to perform a manual leakdown test. If
the tech finds any ONE cylinder to have
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BMW ACA

PUGET SOUND REGION

NEW MEMBERS - WELCOME!

Member

Referred .h

BMWs

Bill Corbin
K.L. Remijan

BMW Seattl~, Kevin York

'93 735iL

Anthony & Jenny Cowan

P. Benoit

'95 325iC

Robert & Pamela Fulton

BMW Seattle

Gerald Greenberg

BMW Seattle, Kevin York

Craig Mitchell

'98 M3
'87 325

'69 2002, '75 3.0Si, '89 535i

Krista Malthiesen

Stephen Niver

'93 850i

Don & Jennifer Vogt

BMW Seattle

'80 320i

Duane Montagne

lmre Nagy, Jr.

'89 325i

David Hodgson

BMW Seattle

'89 525i

Mark Gillings

BMW Seattle, Kevin York

Steve & Gail Schlackman

Internet

'72 2002

Joe & Connie Barbour

BMW Seattle

'98 323iS

Nikos Mouat & Lisa Hammon

BMW Seattle, Kevin York

'86 325e

Sharon Allman-Ott

BMW Seattle

Ryan & Sue Lynn Lee

Bellevue BMW

'88 750iL

Kristin Olson

Bill Stoeback

'93 325iC

'89 M3

'83 633CSi

Dan & Carrie Bodnar

'98 M3

Kathy & Benedict Schwartz BMW Seattle

'98 328iS

Cynthia Jensen

'92 525i

Vern & Beverly Fotheringham

Bellevue BMW

Candace Burke

BMW Seattle, Kevin York

'93 325iS

Kerri Adams

BMW Seattle

'84 325e

more than 15 % leakdown, you will be
advised of the need for a new short block.
You will then be requested to either leave
the vehicle, or make an appointment to
bring the vehicle back. The dealer will
require the car for approx imately five
days, during which they are to make a
rental or loaner car available to you .
Visit his website at http://frontpage.
bestweb.net/-bretta for other good stuff.
He ' s a factory trained ASE Tech. 0

'98 540i

Parts for all BMW Models
specializing in
2002 and Coupe Restoration

···~

~\%~

Call for Discount Prices on:
OEM Parts, Bilstein, Suspension Tech. Equipment
NLA and Hard to Find Parts
ORDER DESK (800) 466-8184
FAX (619) 488-0972
RC Motorsport
CNPR/ La Jolla Independent BMW
710 Turquoise Street• La Jolla, CA 92109
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Rolls-Royce

Questor Quits
Dieter Questor has announced he will retire
from motorsports at the end of the 1998 season. Questor has long been involved with
BMW factory efforts. Born on May 30,
1939, he has raced since 1957. He started in
power boats, winning the European
Championship in 1962 and setting several
world records. In 1966, he switched to cars,
racing a BMW 1800 TISA. He married the
daughter of Alex von Falkenhausen, legendary BMW engineer during the 1950s and
1960s. Questor raced 2002s, BMW-engined
Formula 2 cars, the 3.0CSL, the Ml , the 635CSi ,and the M3. In recent years ,
he has raced a BMW 1800 TI in European historic races and raced with the
PTG team in the U.S.

"No

t~ar

r1iax" l11itiati\'e

An initiative measure has been proposed for the
November ballot. This measure would reduce
the excise taxes on motor vehicles to half their
present levels effective January 1, 1999. These
taxes would be repealed effective January 1,
2000. The legislature and governor would be
directed to use all budget surpluses to replace
the tax revenue, prioritize government activities
previously funded with these taxes, implement
cost saving strategies, reduce or eliminate
lower priority activities and use other existing
revenue for higher priority activities. The cosponsors of the initiative are Marty Rood and
Tim Eyman. The initiative requires 179,248
valid signatures by July 2, 1998. There is a "No
Car Tax" bumper sticker available. For more
information, contact: "No Car Tax" Initiative 1691, 4505 University Way N.E., #111, Seattle,
WA 98105-4531. Or phone them at 206-5224824, fax at 206-522-1558. Their website is
www.nocartax.net/1998. Email address is
1998@nocartax.net.
There will also be copies of the initiative to
sign in the parts/service department at BMW
Seattle.
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The monthly update on the sale of Rolls-Royce threatens
to be a permanent monthly feature in M-formation. It
seems the decision to sell Rolls-Royce was by mutual
agreement between Rolls' management and that of parent
company Vickers. Prior to Christmas, Mercedes and a
consortium led by Bernie Ecclestone were the two leading
bidders. But Mercedes has run into financial problems
with the A Class debacle and the Smart car isn't helping
matters. Volkswagen has its eye on Bentley. A new
Bentley could be developed using the A8's aluminum
space frame and a twin turbo V8. BMW claims to have the
ability to prevent a rival from using the Rolls-Royce
name. This comes from the joint venture BMW has with
the Rolls-Royce airplane engine company. Vickers has
tried to get a ruling that this control over the Rolls-Royce
name is invalid.
BMW's main problem is the asking price for the company, although taking over another ailing British car
company can't be too appealing either. BMW would like to
continue the existing relationship, with a new owner that
isn't a rival car company. Ecclestone's group would fit the
bill. Just in case, BMW has brought the stillborn V16
engine of a few year back out of mothballs. It might be
needed if Mercedes' Mayback is a big hit. Another rumor
has VW and BMW making a joint bid and then splitting
Rolls-Royce and Bentley between them. (Car)

BMW and Rolls-Royce Mo•or Cars Par• Zwei
In a press statement issued March 31, Vickers announced that its board has essentially come lo a decision
in favor of BMW.
Bernd Pischetsrieder: "We are delighted in receiving these news from England, and are firmly convinced that this outcome was the right one when viewed from the perspective Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
long-term prospects." It should go without saying that Rolls-Royce Motor Cars will retain its status as an
independent company. Yesterday Bernd Pischetrieder had the opportunity of speaking with Sir Ralph
Robins, the Chairman of Rolls-Royce pie, who again assured BMW of his complete support. In contrast lo
Rover, the intention is to set up a Board on the English pattern, consisting of both executive and nonexecutive members. Sir Ralph Robins agreed on the issue that Rolls-Royce pie could name a non-executive Board member. Meanwhile, BMW also remains committed lo retaining the production site al Crewe
along with its work force. BMW will continue developing the model ranges of Rolls-Royce and Bentley.

All Europ_ean Autowerk
BMW PORSCHE
AUDI MERCEDES
VOLVO VOLKSWAGEN

•Suspension & Brake Systems
•Tune Ups to Complete Rebuilds
•Emission Specialist
•Clutch & Transmission
• Electrical Troubleshooting

253

325 Railroad Ave. South
Kent, Wa. 98032
859-8553 fax 253 859-3441

1998 Le Mans Plans
BMW will be entering a completely new car for
the 1998 24 Hour Race at Le Mans. The new
BMW sports car is an open, two seat Le Mans
prototype (LMP), built for the larger Prototype
class with a minimum weight of 875 kilograms.
Head of Central Marketing BMW AG and
Director of BMW Motorsports Limited, KarlHeinz Kalbfell commented, "We've set ourselves
a tough goal. We want to be competitive in the
toughest endurance race in the world with a new
BMW sports car! The uncertainties are immense,
but we are prepared to take them on!"
"Creating such a car is a great and exciting
experience," says Christoph Schausberger,
Technical Head of race car development at
BMW Motorsport Ltd. and responsible for the Le
Mans project. "The safety of the carbon fiber
chassis, an aspect in which as much energy
was invested as in the perfection of the aerodynamics."
The engine which is to be deployed in the
Le Mans engagement is the BMW six liter VIZ,
which proved itself impressively in the past in
the McLaren BMW. It is a well known companion for the team in Munich led by Herbert
Vogele, Technical Head of engine development
at BMW Motorsport Ltd. who commented: "The
most important modifications are derived from
the LMP regulations, optimization of weight,
and adaptation to the new car." The electrics for
both engine and car also came from this department.
The go-ahead for the construction of the
BMW sports car came in August 1997.
Development and construction by BMW
Motorsport Ltd. will be in the former Williams
Grand Prix Engineering complex at Didcot,
England. The move to their new premises, near
Williams' current headquarters in Grove, will
progress throughout the summer of 1998.
BMW will engage two new sports cars as
works vehicles. They will take part in the
marathon on June 6/7 under the direction of
Gabriele Rafanelli, chief of BMW Team
Rafanelli.
The following drivers have now been confirmed. The two long standing drivers, Steve
Soper and Johnny Cecotto are joined by twotime Le Mans winner Hans-Joachim Stuck. "I
am delighted to be back with BMW, where my
racing career began in 1969 with a BMW 2002.
To be able to drive the new BMW sports car at
Le Mans is very special."
(BMW AG Press Release)

B"WSAY
BMW will launch its Sports Activity
Vehicle next year. BMW officials
are saying that the SAV will be the
ultimate vehicle in its category. ~~~~~&;;afll
The SAV will be built at
Spartanburg. The all new floorpan
will be shared between the SAV and the new Range
New ti
Rover. The SAV was styled with help from
The new compact, or ti in the
Designworks/USA, BMW's Southern California subU.S., will be rear-wheel drive.
sidiary. The appearance is said to be much crisper
There had been speculation
than the Mercedes Mclass. BMW doesn't want to
that it would go to front-drive.
The ti will continue as the only
compete with Rover. So the SAV will be marketed by
rear-drive car in the hot hatch
highlighting its road going abilities. (Car)
market. (BMW Car)
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•TERRY FORLAND

425-823-4282
INSURANCE WORK WELCOME
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BMW
WINS

SEBRING

On March 21, 1998,
with a flawless 1-2
performance to take GT-3 honors at the Superflo 12 Hours at Sebring
Professional Sports Car Racing season opener, the Prototype
Technology Group and its ever-reliable BMW M3s reached yet another
historic milestone: back-to-back victories at the Daytona and Sebring
endurance classics in back-to-back years.
Bill Auberlen and Boris Said piloted the #10 Yokohama/Fina
BMW M3 four door to a first-place finish in class for the 15th victory in
the last 17 events for an M3. Starting from the pole, they were virtually
unchallenged for 295 laps of the legendary 3.75-mile Sebring circuit
and brought the BMW home in 11th place overall.
Peter Cunningham, Ross Bentley and Mark Simo shared the runner-up finish in the #6 Yokohama/Fina BMW M3 two door, two laps
off the pace of their teammates and good for 12th place overall.
It's really quite an achievement to win at Daytona and Sebring
back-to-back," said Richard Brekus, manager of product planning fo r
BMW of North America. "To win like that two years in a row is a phenomenal way to cap it off. Finishing 1-2 at Sebring shows stamina and
durability because this truly is an endurance test. We're looking forward to the rest of the season. We started off with a win in the first
USRRC event (Daytona) , and now a win in the first Sports Car event.

Basically, we have a shot at two different championships in the same
season."
"We had two cars that were unbelievable," said Auberlen, the
defending series drivers' champion. "Not one problem from beginning
to end. It's a situation for me where I could drive my stint, put Boris in
the car, and go eat or play and then come back to a car I knew would
be as good as it was when I handed it off. What can I say? Everyone
performed just perfectly."
Auberlen qualified the #10 M3 first on the GT-3 grid in record
time, recording a fast lap of two minutes, 13.926 seconds (101.02 mph),
while Cunningham put the # 6 M3 second on the grid with a time of
2:14.923 (100.27 mph) .
Neither car was challenged for class honors during the race in an
aggressive but methodical charge to victory. "It was a reasonably easy
race," said Bentley, who with Cunningham are part-time competitors
with the PTG team while Auberlen, Said, Simo and Marc Duez are slated to drive the remainder of the season. "We weren't going to catch Bill
and Boris at the end, but we wanted to stay as close as we could so we
would be in position to take advantage if they had any problems. It's
just mind-boggling that these BMW M3s just keep going and going the
way we put them through the paces. It takes a total team effort, that's
for sure, and the team keeps running on all cylinders when it matters."
The other two BMW M3s that started the race-the #1 PTG-prepared Yokohama/Fina entry of Andy Petery, Craig Carter and Italian
driving veteran Giovanna Amati, and the #54 Massari & Bell privateer
entry, retired early. Next on the schedule is the Las Vegas Sports Car
event April 24-25. (BMW NA Press Release)

Pickster

BMW in Formula One

At the Geneva Auto
Show, Bertone
showed the Pickster, 1
the first pickup ever
done by the Italian
firm. Picture an El
Camino from Hell.
The Pickster is powered by a BMW M3 motor. It even has kidney grills up front. The
Pickster seats two with two additional seats in the bed. The
Pickster rides on 21 inch wheels . (AutoWeek)

A new millennium is approaching and in Munich
preparations are underway for the return of BMW to
Formula One by the year 2000 together with our partner Williams Grand Prix Engineering. In order to
meet the greatest challenge in motorsport, the depart·
ment for racing engine development, led by Paul
Rosche, Technical Director of BMW Motorsport Ltd.,
was staffed up as well as receiving new high-tech
equipment for the new BMW Formula One V10.
Specialists are extracting the full potential of modern
electronics, as BMW prepares to defend its fine reputation in this field. (BMW AG Press Release)

"~'1e~oft

alt~."
Stephen Spenser,
The Seattle Times

Fine Italian Food

Suite 138
Kent, WA
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M5
to be
Factory

At a recent dealer event in Texas,
BMW Design Chief Chris Bangle was
asked how the dealers were going to
be able to sell the not-so-pretty
M Coupe. He replied, "I don't know
how you're going to sell them."

Built
The new
M5 wi ll be built on th e factory asse mbly line in

:

Dingolfing, along w ith the norma l 5 and 7 Series

7:
? 01

cars. Previous M5s wer e hand b uilt at the shops
of BMW M in Ga rching. That's no longer possible
w ith modern asse mbly techniques. There a re s pecia lly trained workers at each plant to handle the
M cars. The U.S. and European vers ions of th e
M5 wi ll have essentia lly the sa me m o t o r .

........................................................................ .
The beautiful Z07 is now a go for production.
It will rake until 2000 to get the car into the
hands of a few lucky enthusiasts. The production run will ~e limited to six years: three
years for the roadster and three years for the coupe. It' ll
cost over $ 100,000 and only four per day wi ll be built for
the world. (Car)

Horse power w ill be over 400. T o
handl e this p ower, the ca r wi ll co me
w ith huge t ir es and traction control.
The new M5 will be avai la ble in t he
U.S. in e ither Apri l or September
1999. (Roundel)

[So®Guu
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For 1998, the new 5 and 7 Series
will utilize the Light Check Control
Module. The electronics sense
when a tail light has failed and
notifies the driver. But in the
meantime, it replaces the failed
tail light with a brake light, suitably dimmed. When the brakes are
applied, the brake light shines
with full intensity. (BMW Car)

Z:I

CAMPBELL/NELSON

AUTO WRECKING
Specializing in New and Used Parts for

l~nadster \'S. •\\GI~

The February/March 1998 issue of MG World featured
a head to head comparison of the MGF and the BMW
Z3 1. 91. Better late than never. The resurrected MG
sports an 1800 cc power plant located amidships that
develops 145 bhp. The shocking conclusion? The
reviewers favored the F, but only after considerable
thought. Styling was an issue, while the "muscle car
appearance" of the Z3 was initially a plus, the
thought was that the retro styling would date quickly
(what?) and the MGF's "refreshingly modern" design
would remain fresh for years. Z3 likes: Build quality,
surefooted handling, good ride. Dislikes: Tacky interior, massive understeer when pushed, lack of genuine
character. Looks like the Brits are still miffed about
being the last to get the original 1.9 Z3. The MGF is
currently is the best selling British sports car.

EDMONDS

ARLINGTON

(360) 403-9800
18021 59th Ave . NE
Arlington , WA 98223
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Across from
Arlington Airport Entrance
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(206) 771-4931
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205th & Aurora

:

Edmonds, WA 98020
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Across from
Aurora Village Costco
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Classified

Marketplace

Cars For Sale
1995 540ia-Fun to drive! Black on black. 282 hp,
VB, pristine condition.Traction control, automatic 5speed. Leather interior, AM/FM cassette and CD. BMW
car phone, sunroof, new Aqua Tred tires. Under warranty, engine six years/lOOK miles. 44,000 miles.
Below book at $32,500 OBO. Call Lisa at (360)4020557 or email deanmcr@aol.com.
1985 M6l5CSi Bronzit with buffalo, 94K miles.

Engine rebuilt by H&B at 67K miles. All options
including Mskirts and three piece 16X8 H&B wheels
with Yokohama AVS. All records since new. Very nice.
$17,000 OBO. (360)293-2663 days or kelly@anacortes.net.

Parts For Sale
Generator-Generic brand with Briggs &Stratton
engine. 5000W power with 5 gallon tank. Purchased
at Costco. Used only for home back-up powers so less
than 10 hours use. $400 OBO. Lance Richert at
(425)430-9133.
199l BMW Pioneer CD Player-Trunk mount
with six disc changer. Fits '91-'94 325s which are
equipped with a Pioneer radio. $350. June (206)7297767, leave message.

El6 Ml Suspension-OEM M3 shocks, struts and
springs. Great upgrade for E36 318/325/328. $350
OBO. Alex Long (206)248-1820 daytime, 253-8136917 evening.
Carbon Fiber Ashtray-Real carbon fiber, from

BMW M3 LTW. Brand newcost $350, will sell for $175.
Alex Long (206)248-1820 daytime, 253-813-6917
evening.

B
PARTS
SERVICE

Ml Steering Wheel-BMW Motorsports M3 steering

wheel with airbag. Excellent condition. New cost
$1,771, will sell for $550 OBO. Alex Long (206)2481820 daytime, 253-813-6917 evening.

(425) 823-1212
Gordon Kortlever
13MW Specialist
Pete Jackson
Service Consultant

Ml LTW Wheels-8.5Xl 7 forged aluminum five

spoke wheels from M3 LTW with Michelin MXX3 Pilot
234/40-17 tires. Wheels and tires are brand new. New
cost $2,620, will sell for $1 ,000 OBO. Alex Long
(206)248-1820 daytime, 253-813-6917 evening.
Bilstein coil-over front struts-BMW Motorsport-

Group N. Adjustable spring perches, 300/300 compression/ rebound. As used in European Group A, Group N
racing and in SCCA World Challenge by Kermit Upton.
New in box, new cost $1 ,800, will sell for $950. Alex
Long (206)248-1820 daytime, 253-813-6917 evening.

Ultimate Service for the
Ultimate Driving Machine
13635 N. E. 126th Place
Kirkland, WA 98034
Telephone (206) 823-1212

Wanted

Race Tires-Goodyear Eagle GS-CS 245/40-17 race

Deadline for the
May Issue is April 24.
Classified Advertising Policy:
Classfied ads are free to members in good standing (paid up dues). There is a $10 fee to nonmembers. Photo classifieds are $15 to non-members. Ziindfolge staff reserves the right to edit all
classified ads. Ads must be typed or neatly printed
and sent to Ziindfolge, c/o Lucetta Lightfoot, 2641
39th Ave. W., Seattle, WA 98199. Attn; Classfied
Ads. Make checks payable to BMW ACA.
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tires. Used but good for a couple of driver schools or
track days. New cost $200 per tire. Will sell for $75 per
tire. Alex Long (206)248-1820 daytime, 253-813-6917
evening.
1988 l25-Four 195 65Rl 4 Semperit studded snow
tires mounted on 6J 15 factory mags. Used one season,
$350. Pair of black sheepskins, like new, $100. Tom
(206) 522-2014 or (206) 394-5192.

l20 Parts-Front left fender and bonnet for 1978
320. Call Mike at (425)641-5718
197l 2002-For ITB racing class project car $500.
Call George at (425)313-4648.

Misc.
Car Storage Spaces Now Available Dry and

02 Stuff-15X7 alloy BBS or basketweave-style wheels
(set of four) for 2002 (four lug) $200. Also, 2002 turbo
flare front spoiler $100. Call George at (425)313-4648.

secure. Six months minimum. No in-outs. Reasonable
rates. Call or fax Victoria at Lovelys &Daughter
Storage. (253)863-8608 Edgewood, WA.

Redmond

Your Source For:

v
v
v
v

Scheduled Maintenance
Performance Upgrades
Electrical Diagnosis
Computer Troubleshooting

"25. 881. 282"

Chroming of Factory & After-Market Wheels:
14", 15", 16" ......... $605 per set of four
17" ........................ $670 per set of four
18" ........................ $690 per set of four

Hours:
Daily ............. 9:00am- 5:30pm
Saturday ....10:00am- 5:30pm

Kirkland

Convenient
Location!

-W

908

NE8Sth

405

15205 N.E. 90th
Redmond, WA 98052
425.881.2824 FAX 425.869.4495
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Join The BMW Club!
If you own a BMW, membership in the BMW Automobile Club of
America will be invaluable. Members receive exclusive benefits
including:

UNLEASH THE POTENTIAL OF
YOUR BMW, ONE PAGE AT ATIME.

v Discounts at dozens of local businesses.
v Ziindfolge, the club's award winning
v
v
v

To join today, return this coupon and your check for $25 payable to
BMW/ACA. Or mail this coupon to us and receive more information.

.l
: City

State

Zip _ __

I

i BMWYear _Model

Color

We can help you keep your
BMW in peak condition
and bring undreamed of
performance out from
under-the-hood. Call us for
our free full-color catalog.
It has over one hundred

staff and
J~~
we backup ~Y
everything
- ~"roe~
we sell with an absolutely
unbeatable Best Price
Guarantee. Call us today
at 1-800-535-2002.

Visit our web site:
www.bavauto.com

i1iil
BAVARIAN
ll.I autosport

Lie. No.

I

I

:I

pages of performance and
styling accessories, and
thousands of replacement
parts for your BMW, ready
for same day shipping.
You'll find informative
tech tips and product
pointers to help you with
every job. We have a knowledgeable sales ~

regional magazine.
Tours, Tech sessions, social adivies.
Participation in fop rated high
performance driving schools.
Credit union membership, and more•••

I
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Mail to: BMWACA P.O. Box 1259 Bellevue, WA 98009
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Sales
We are the # 1 BMW Dealer in the
Northwest and carry 4 acres of new and
used car inventory. Let our knowledgeable
staff assist you in finding the right car for
your needs. You'll find great deals on low
mileage one owner trades and lease
returns. And our finance department is
ready to help you with your purchase.

Parts
Our parts department is massive. The
airplane hanger sized parts area holds
one of the largest inventories in the U.S.
Chances are excellent that we will have
the part you are looking for in stock. The
parts staff has the experience and training
to answer the most detailed questions
regarding any of your parts needs.

Service
The service department at BMW of
Bellevue is rated among the best in the
U.S. From the moment you drive in to our
sheltered drop-off area you will notice a
difference. The team of professionals who
service your automobile are focused on
excellence. From Bob Johnson, our service
manager, to each and every member of
his staff you will find a dedication to
quality that is second to none.

1998 BMW Z3 1.9

$299/month
Per month, 27 months closed end lease, MSRR
$29,995, cap reduction $2,500. Due at signing $3,099
plus taxes and fees. Total lease payments $8,073 plus
taxes. Allowable mileage 22,500. Excess miles .20
per mile, residual $22,496 O.A.C.
Expires 4-30-98.
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